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The Australian Brumby stands out as a mythical, almost romantic icon of Australia. 
Yet not much is really known about these beautiful, hardy and inherently shy creatures.



Brumbies come in every colour and build, usually running in small bands of around
6 – 10 horses which include the stallion, mares and their young progeny



To find and watch them may mean weeks of hiding at waterholes, walking through deserts, waiting 
on mountain ridges and even searching for them from the air. Researchers of the Australian Brumby 

Research Team at The University of Queensland are currently exploring the most remote areas in 
Australia to find herds of horses that are surviving without human intervention.  



Capturing these horses on film takes time and patience – wild horses will gallop off
at the mere smell of human scent or a flicker of something unfamiliar on the horizon.



Young colts leave the band at between 1-2 years of age and often run in “bachelor” mobs until
they are dominant enough to form bands of their own. It is recorded that fillies will leave the mob

when they reach reproductive stage (age) and are quickly picked up by another stallion.





In brumby country, everywhere in the desert, there are brumby highways, 
deep tracks forged by thousands of hooves.  These are called “pads”.  Horses 

will travel single file slowly from waterholes to grazing country on these pads. 
Brumbies can walk up to 30 km daily between grazing and water.  Their hooves 
are generally tough but vary according to the terrain the horses are running on.  

Brumbies in sandy country such as this may have longer hooves.



                                                                                     
Brumbies running over rocky country have
short hooves, smooth with rounded walls.





Brumbies graze and move constantly



Brumbies may drink every day or even every three days depending on the availability of feed and water. 
Bands will often enter and leave the water holes quickly.  Whilst there they drink thirstily and deeply.
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Tracking the movement of the Brumbies of Australia with Global Positioning 
System (GPS) or satellite navigation tracking systems is an adventurous project 
run by the Australian Brumby Research Unit at The University of Queensland. 
Determining the habitat and distance travelled by horses in an unrestricted 
environment, aims at improving the health of the domestic horse foot. 

Habitats occupied by the horses depend on the location but ranges from 
10,000 acres to 2,000,000 acres in size. The country ranges from sandy desert 
to hard rocky footing. Horses are monitored every 5 seconds for 6 days, every 30 
seconds for 3 months and every 5 minutes for 12 months. This exciting project 
is managed by Professor Chris Pollitt and coordinated by his PhD scholar Brian 
Hampson. You can register for updated information on the tracking project 
or sponsor this project at www.wildhorseresearch.com.
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